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ABSTRACT : ONGC has devoted considerable resources in terms of man power, capital and equipment over more than four

decades to acquire very large volumes of seismic data. Seismic data management involves hardware, software and expertise to

achieve automatic  and fast data access. The volume of data does not permit online storage on disk while offline storage in tape

libraries no more meets the requirements. Through  Exploration and Production Information Network (EPINET), robotic libraries

are planned to be acquired for near line storage. Automatic data management will enable the explorationist to view, access,

reformat and use seismic data any time from any where in a seamless manner with the use of LAN, WAN and web based technologies.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic data is being acquired in ONGC for over
forty years now.  Beginning with seismograph outputs on
paper with split- spread or end-on shooting pattern and single
fold ( non-CDP)  data, ONGC moved along with the rapidly
advancing technology world-wide. Analog seismic recording
on magnetic tapes began in ONGC in mid-sixties with MS-
15 A equipment. Subsequently, digital data acquisition began
in early seventies  with DFS III equipment. CDP data
acquisition started in the year 1969 with 6-fold data mainly
being acquired in Gujarat, Assam, Ganga valley in the onland
areas only. With the industry moving to higher and higher
foldage data acquisition, ONGC also moved to 12-fold,24-
fold, 48-fold  and stayed on to acquire large volumes of 96
fold data in 2D onland by its seismic crews for some time
before marching ahead for higher  foldage with acquisition
of SN 388 and other equipments of 1000+ foldage capacity.

Offshore data acquisition started in the year 1975,
with M/V Anveshak acquiring 2D seismic data in Mumbai
High. Huge volumes were acquired for the first time, with an
air-gun being fired continuously every 10 secs to achieve a
25 m shot interval.  Seen against the backdrop of  100m to
240 m shot interval with an average of 60-100 shots acquired
every day by a land crew, this was literally an explosion in
terms of volumes of seismic data to be managed,. One ship
working round the clock on a voyage of two-three weeks and
making four to six acquisitions in a year, acquired more data
than all the seismic land crew, varying between 35 to 40, in
number.

In order to map minor structural features better for
finer delineation of subtle traps, ONGC ventured into 3D

seismics in the year 1986. Along with the global trends, ONGC
3D seismic crews went on increasing in numbers, from three
in 1986-87 to ten in 1992-93 and twenty in 1998-1999  (see
Fig 1). As a consequence, the data volumes kept on increasing
and became more and more difficult to manage (Fig 2).

THE CHALLENGE

ONGC now has over 12 Terra bytes of 2D as well as
3D seismic data recorded in numerous formats. The field data
formats are typically SEGB multiplexed and SEGD
demultiplexed data.  The processed data consisting of stack
and migrated data generated from six different processing
centres at Dehradun, Vadodara, Mumbai, Jorhat, Chennai and
Kolkata are recorded in SEG Y formats, though the internal

Figure 1: Increase In 3D seismic crews In ONGC
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formats are different for the various centres since they have
different processing softwares, ranging from softwares from
PGS (Mumbai), Paradigm (Dehradun), CGG’s
GEOVECTEUR (Vadodara, Chennai and Jorhat) and
PROMAX (Kolkata). To complicate things further, the
Interactive Interpretation Work Stations (IIWS) have their
own softwares  and write on various formats through
applications like SEISWORKS, OPENWORKS,CHARISMA
and others.

The seismic data is located at geographically distant
locations, viz  Dehradun, Mumbai, Vadodara,  Jorhat,
Chennai and  Kolkata where the processing centres are
located. Interpreters using IIWS at locations in various Assets

and Basins all over India need the data  for their use. However,
the geophysicist would like to access various versions of data
pertaining to his geographical area of interest without wasting
much time on locating, reformatting or loading of the data.

THE EPINET PROJECT

The seismic data base was first generated through
Exploration & Production Information Network (EPINET)
Project in 1999 when seismic navigation data was managed
with the help of SEISDB and FINDER software procured
from M/S Schlumberger Geoquest. The first phase of EPINET
project was completed in June 2000, when hardwares and
softwares to manage seismic as well as well data, geolab
data and many other data classes were installed at major
work centres of ONGC (see Table 1, 2 and Fig 3). With this
the geoscientists have access to all the navigation and location
data pertaining to offshore as well as onshore seismic surveys
and composite base maps can be generated on line.

ONGC has plans to manage entire 2D as well as 3D
seismic trace data through current state of art technology by
acquiring robotic libraries for near line data storage and
softwares for automatic data loading, viewing and management
of multiple volume files. The details of these plans are
described subsequently in the following paragraphs.

ROBOTIC LIBRARIES

Robotic magnetic tape cartridge libraries are now
being used in seismic industry worldwide for nearline storage
of terabytes of seismic data. The robotic technology allows
automated, reliable and fast storage and retrieval of data. Since

Figure 2 : Seismic data acquisition in ONGC

Table 1: Hardware distribution after EPINET Phase-I

Work Centres Servers Highend Lowend P.C.’s Line Sharable local Sharable Color Tape 3590
Workstation Workstation Matrix color Colour Color Scanner Drive Tape
client Node  client Node Printer Printer Printer plotter Cartridge

KDMIPE, Ddun 1 2 6 2 1 1 6 1 1 1 1
MRBC, MUMBAI 1 1 5 2 1 1 5 1 1 1
WRBC, VADODRA 1 1 5 2 1 1 5 1 1 1
IRS, AHMEDABAD 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
SRBC, CHENNAI 1 1 5 2 1 1 5 1 1 1
ERBC, NAZIRA 1 1 5 2 1 1 5 1 1 1
E&D DTE, DDUN 1 1 4 2 1 1 4
IOGPT, MUMBAI 1 2 1 1 2 1
IDT, DDUN 1 2 1 1 2 1
AHMEDABAD 2 1 3
PROJECT
WSS Ahmedabad 1 1
TOTAL 7 10 35 18 9 9 39 6 1 8 6
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Table 2: Software distribution after EPINET Phase-I

Work Centres System Management Finder S/W Customization D.b.a. Tools Data Loading
S/W  & Development S/W S/W

S/W

KDMIPE, Dehradun 1 9 1 1 1
MRBC, Mumbai 1 9 1 1 1
WRBC, Vadodra 1 7 1 1 1
IRS, Ahmedabad 1 6 1 1 1
SRBC, Chennai 1 7 1 1 1
ERBC, Nazira 1 6 1 1 1
E&D DTE, Dehradun 1 5 1 1 1
IOGPT, Mumbai
IDT, Dehradun
Ahmedabad Project
TOTAL 7 49 7 7 7

Figure 3 : EPINET Sites and Network (Existing & Planned)
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the seismic data volumes are very large they cannot be stored
online on hard disks and storage on cartridges mounted on
racks with multiple cartridge drives are resorted to IBM 3590
cartridges which can store 10 GB each.  As a part of the
EPINET project, ONGC is planning to acquire AIT-3 based
robotic libraries, with each cartridge capable of recording up
to 100 GB data (216 GB in compressed mode) and a capacity
of 120 cartridges (expandable to 360 cartridges) and dual hot-
swappable cartridge drives (expandable to minimum 6 drives)
for accessing or writing the data. This implies a total capacity
of 12 Terra Bytes (in native mode) of near-line storage of
seismic data .The libraries with capacities varying between 6
TB to 12 TB are planned to be provided at Dehradun, Calcutta,
Mumbai, Jorhat, Vadodra and Chennai so as to be close to the
seismic processing centres besides being located at the Basin
headquarters (see Table 3). With a data transfer rate of 12
MB/Sec, it will be possible to transfer a large 3D seismic
volume of  2GB in less than 5 minutes.

WEB BASED VIEWING

With the advent of web technologies, it is now
possible to access various types of seismic data from the web.
The web-based access allows the geophysicist to obtain
various data types in widely varying formats. Through a web-
enabled interface, one can know which files are available
on-line and which are stored near line on a high speed robotic
tape/cartridge library. The processing geophysicist can
retrieve SEG B demultiplexed data for re-processing or SEG
Y stack/migrated data for post stack filtering, deconvolution,
migration velocity analysis or other applications. The
convenient access of multiple acquisitions of 3D data is very
useful in merging a newly acquired 3D prospect data with
earlier acquisitions so as to make a composite 3D volume.
The interpreter can select one of the available versions of
stack or migrated data in SEG Y format or an earlier
interpreted version of data generated through OPENWORKS,

SEISWORKS or other industry standard applications in IESX
or other formats for his current prospect evaluation.

MANAGEMENT OF INTERPRETATION PROJECTS
AT IIWS

ONGC has plans to acquire state-of- the-art seismic
knowledge management softwares through which interpreters
working at Interactive Interpretation Work Stations (IIWS)
will be able to manage their seismic data requirements with
great ease. Technology such as SEISDB and EXPEDITOR
are available from leading vendors like Schlumberger
Geoquest (who are the solution providers for EPINET
project), which will significantly assist in seismic life cycle
management. The software will be utilized to manage the
data after receiving from source, cleaning, formatting and
loading the same through standardized work flows in the
robotic library (Fig. 4). It manages the flow of seismic data
from tapes/cartridges to IIWS or desk tops and then can send
back the data to tapes/cartridges for near line storage.

Oracle data base will be utilized to build indexed
catalogs detailing all available seismic data. The software
along with an Oracle data base creates and provides user-
friendly links between navigation data and the available 2D
and 3D trace data using a GIS interface. The interpreter can
access the data simply by clicking on the desired seismic line.
The earlier interpreted seismic projects can also be
conveniently accessed and integrated into the current project.
The interpreted projects on widely varying industry-standard
formats commonly in use in ONGC, e.g. IESX, SEISWORKS
and OPENWORKS can be easily located, accessed and loaded
into the current project.  This will provide the much required
and sought after knowledge management tool for the seismic
interpreter.

3D VISUALIZATION

ONGC has already acquired two systems for 3D
visualization, which are located at Panvel and Vasudhara
Bhavan at Mumbai. More such centres are planned to cover
GEOPIC, Dehradun as well as major producing Basins. These
‘Virtual Reality’ centres require voluminous 3D data from
multiple disk volumes and tape cartridges to be loaded into
the work stations. As part of the EPINET project it is planned
to acquire softwares which can move data in SEGY,
CHARISMA, SEISWORKS  or other industry standard
formats from multiple disk volumes or cartridges to the desk
top or work station. Seismic  Auto Loader (SAL) software

Table 3: Robotic Libraries for near line storage & retrieval of
seismic data

Location Capacity No. of Media No. of Drives

Dehradun 12 TB 120 2
Mumbai 12 TB 120 2
Kolkata 6 TB 60 1
Jorhat 6 TB 60 1
Chennai 6 TB 60 1
Vadodara 6 TB 60 1
TOTAL 48 TB 480 8
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modules  transfer the data to the desk top/work station through
simple menu driven interface. GIS based capabilities enable
the interpreter to see a map of the 2D and 3D lines and using

the simple point-and-click method, the data loading is
accomplished. The software will provide a managed
environment for automatically moving large files between near
line robotic libraries and on line disk storage.

CONCLUSION

ONGC, like most other large E & P companies, has
acquired ever-increasing and often un-manageable volumes
of 2D and 3D seismic data over the last four decades. The
data is stored on tapes, cartridges and disk at various
geographical locations. The interpreter has to spend
considerable amount of time to locate, access, reformat and
load the data into his desk top before being able to use the
same for prospect evaluation and delineation. The disk space
is insufficient to store all the required seismic data online.
Automatic data management involves hardware, software and
processes to enable the explorationist to access seismic data
from any where at any time. ONGC has elaborate plans to
cope up with the challenges with acquisition of state of the
art hardware  (including robotic libraries), softwares and have
designed workflows to enable the interpreter sitting  before
an IIWS anywhere in India to view all the 2D and 3D data
available through a GIS based map view. He can then point-
and-click on the data required and drag-and-drop the data into
his current project, thus devoting more time and his expertise
on the real challenge of interpretation.
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Figure 4:    Workflow for Seismic Trace Data Management


